Awards
Primo classificato nazionale
5. Tahitian Pearl Trophy Italia 2007-2008
categoria: Anello

Primo classificato nazionale
5. Tahitian Pearl Trophy Italia 2007-2008
categoria: Perle di Tahiti e platino

Bronze Prize
Fifth International South Sea Pearl
Jewellery Design Competition
Hong Kong (China) 2005

First Prize

27. International Pearl Design Contest, Kobe (Japan) 1999
Platium Guild International Award, Kobe (Japan) 1999
Director General of Fishery Agency Award, Kobe (Japan) 1999
Internationale Bozner Mustermesse, Südtiroler Handwerkspreis:
1995 Gold
1992 Anerkennung
1990 Gold
1986 Gold

Contact
Tiroler Goldschmied GmbH
Schlossweg 3
39019 Dorf Tirol, Italy
Phone +39 0473 923 492
ma.gamper@tirolergoldschmied.it
www.tirolergoldschmied.it

From one-man venture to prestigious designer studio
In the course of its more than 50-year history TIROLER GOLDSCHMIED has firmly established itself in the
jewelry industry. The rise of the renowned family business from its early beginnings as a one-man venture to
an internationally acclaimed and multiple-award-winning top jewelry enterprise ranks among the great success
stories in the South Tyrol.
In 1969 Eusebius Gamper founded the company in Merano. Two years later he relocated to Dorf Tirol where
he steadily grew his business, supported by his wife Margareth.
Sophisticated jewelry pieces in masterful elaboration became his
specialty and trademark.

Eusebius Gamper
Founder, Goldsmith
A family with a passion for jewelry

Hannes
CEO, Jewelry Designer, Diamond Expert
Christine
Branch Manager in Dorf Tirol,
European Gemologist, Consulting

Four distinctive collections are at the heart of the assortment: the
LA PREZIOSA jewelry design line, an exclusive wedding jewelry
collection, the upscale “high jewelry” collection and the hunting &
tradition jewelry line. Each piece of jewelry is designed, crafted and
completed in the TIROLER GOLDSCHMIED in-house manufacture.

Maria
Branch Manager in Schenna, Consulting
Thomas
Goldsmith, Vice World Champion Goldsmiths 2009, Workshop Manager and
Coordination Trade Fairs

A pioneering spirit and a sense for future trends led the family
to launch Italy’s very first exclusive wedding jewelry store with
VIP-service in 2010. All jewelry collections are presented at the
major trade shows in Salzburg, Seefeld, Dortmund, Munich and
Bolzano. In fall 2010 the diamond-studded falconry hoods caused an
international sensation at the world’s largest falconry trade fair in Abu Dhabi.

Manuela
Head of Marketing & Online Store
Florian
Goldsmith & Production management

The outstanding quality and the unique designs by TIROLER GOLDSCHMIED excel in global competition – the
jewelry family won countless national and international awards. In Kobe, Japan, Eusebius and Hannes Gamper
outperformed the all-Asian competition. In Hong Kong, China, they succeeded against 700 competitors. The
company also won the Italian “Tahitian Pearl Trophy” in two categories. Thomas Gamper won the title of vice
world champion in the goldsmith category in the 2009 WorldSkills Competition in Calgary, Canada.

Kathrin
Administration

The precious designs are displayed in the elegant atmosphere of TIROLER GOLDSCHMIED’s six branch stores
in Dorf Tirol, Schenna, Merano, the Quellenhof Luxury Resort and in Rottach-Egern at Tegernsee. A range of
watch brands and carefully selected pieces by renowned international jewelry manufacturers and young designers
complete the product range. The manufacture’s tasteful assortment attracts clients from all over the world.
The company’s structure as a family business is a crucial success factor: The passion for high-end jewelry and
groundbreaking design comes naturally to the next generation as well. All four children and three of their
spouses contribute to the prospering of the company with their individual skills and professional trainings as
goldsmiths, jewelry designers, gemologists and diamond appraisers respectively. Thus the multi-generational team
of 24 has positioned itself perfectly for a successful future.
Aesthetically pleasing, functionally designed, creative and contemporary – these terms do not only define the
artful creations but also the professional and private mindset of the Gamper family.

Tiroler Goldschmied
Headquarter Dorf Tirol, 1988
Tiroler Goldschmied
Branch Store Schenna, 2006
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Tiroler Goldschmied
Wedding jewelry store
Schenna, 2010

Tiroler Goldschmied at the
Quellenhof Luxury Resort
St. Martin in Passeier, 2013
Tiroler Goldschmied
Branch Store Meran, 2019
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Tiroler Goldschmied
Rottach-Egern at the
Tegernsee (Germany), 2021

Margareth Gamper
The heart and soul of the business,
Consulting

The 24-member Tiroler Goldschmied Team

